Cognitive Psychoanalysis

A demonstration that the mental mechanism known as splitting has too long been neglected
illustrating that it is one of the two most fundamental aspects of normal and abnormal
personality formation (the other being projective identification). The text suggests that its
clinical importance in psychodynamic understanding and technique is in danger only of
underestimation. The author takes the position that splitting occurs in all processes of normal
discrimination and differentiation on the one hand and of normal and abnormal defence
techniques on the other. Moreover, the reader is shown that people exist in splits to a far
greater extent than we have believed. In Part two, Dr Grotstein explains and demonstrates that
projective identification is the primary architect, along with splitting, of internal objects and
other object representations. His view is that projective identification is the principal
component of human communication and expressiveness and is a major factor in all defence
mechanisms insofar as it facilitates splitting. The borderline patient cannot be understood
without understanding the mechanism of splitting and projective identification.
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Comparison of cognitive-behaviour therapy with psychoanalytic and During a recent
Beck Institute Workshop, Dr. Aaron Beck describes how he transitioned from psychoanalysis
to cognitive theory. Dr. Beck Frontiers Cognitive Science Meets Psychoanalysis
Psychology Psychoanalysis and Cognitive Psychology: A Formalization of Freuds Earliest
Theory is an attempt to translate psychoanalytic theory into a computer model—a
Psychoanalytic Psychology - Semantic Scholar Cognitive science meets psychoanalysis.
One of the strongest divides that exists in the contemporary intellectual world is that between
cognitive science and cultural theory. Cognitive scientists are committed to the idea that we
can follow the conceptions of the mind to their zero level of the brain. An Interview with
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Cognitive behavioural therapy, or CBT, is a down-to-earth technique focused not on the past
but the present not on mysterious inner drives, but on adjusting the unhelpful thought patterns
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